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If there are less than 150 words in the composition (all words are included in the word count, 
including service words), then such work is considered to be unfulfilled and 0 points are scored. 
When the volume of the composition is from 150 to 200, the maximum number of errors for each 
grade level does not change. 

For the essay is characterized by the use of numerous means 

artistic expression: metaphors, allegorical and parable images, symbols, comparisons. An essay will 
look richer and more interesting if it is present: unpredictable conclusions, unexpected turns, 
interesting clutches. According to verbal construction, an essay is a dynamic alternation of 
polemical statements, questions, setting on the spoken intonation and vocabulary. The title of the 
essay is not directly dependent on the topic: in addition to reflecting the content of the work, it may 
be the starting point in the author’s thoughts, expressing the relationship of part and whole. 
The structure of the essay follows logically from its requirements. Since an essay is a short form of 
the author’s own thoughts on a given problem, the idea itself is expressed by the author as a thesis 
(T). But thought 

R  eliable Essay Writing Service  

Our company does not limit the client to the choice of one kind of publications. Here you can not 
only order the writing of an essay, but also other types of student work. When there is not enough 
time for the compilation of a worthy work or a nagging teacher, you are already tired, contact us, we
assist in writing various types of articles. We also offer to buy a colloquium to order, which will 
help to interview students in high quality and check their real level of knowledge. 

The topic of the work does not matter, since we have a wide range of specialists in various fields, 
starting with mathematics and ending with history. Even writing a scientific article will not perplex 
us. As a result, customers receive high quality publications. A scientific article on order is a great 
way not only to save time, but also to save. They can be spent with greater benefit than on 
systematic searches for information. 

Writing an essay, colloquium 

Special features 

The decision to buy an essay is no longer a novelty. Almost every person has long been familiar 
with this method and successfully applies it. It is also not only economical, but also a quick option 
for obtaining the necessary material. It remains to learn the decisive criterion when choosing a site 
the cost of services. The price of our products does not get tired pleasantly surprising customers. 
You can not worry that the decision to order an essay online will ruin you. Our company is doing 
everything possible to ensure that the price only pleases the customer. 

Performing a work on the subject of any degree of complexity is not a problem for us. We also pay 
special attention to the quality of the material. This is done so that no client is disappointed with the 
decision to buy a scientific article or other type of student work. The selected topic will be given 
only to a specialist in this field, so each piece is written from a professional point of view. We have 
been writing custom compositions for five years, during this time not a single client has been 
disappointed. Therefore, choosing us, you are guaranteed to get high quality and a pleasant price.
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